
Wow! What an incredible start to 
the second half! Pictionary, ven-
triloquist, and of course, knockout. 
But it’s not just the schedule and 
activities that make it incredible, it 
is the way by which you the Ee-
shay campers approach the games 
and the competition. Yes of course 
we are here to have a blast, and we 
do, but it’s always with keeping our 
fellow campers in mind whether 
on our team or the other. And in 
truth, when we act like the beauti-
ful Bnei Torah that we are, we end 
up having the most enjoyable time. 
When we represent the Torah 
properly and act with great con-
sideration and kindness to others, 
that will cause others to love the 
way of the Torah. Looking forward 
to another incredible week ahead, 
just wait until you see what we 
have in store...
Have a womderful restful Shabbos 
Rabbi Kramer
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Talmidei HaShavua
R’ Goldman

Zevi Meisner, Shaya Alter
R’ Fiddle

Moshe Stempler, YC Kamara
R’ Shulman

Avraham Trieff, Shmuli Schneierson
R’ Rabinowitz

Eliezer Brand, Noach Gordon
R’ Gottesman

Yehuda Hershkowitz, Yitzi Zuckerman



This Week In Camp
week 5... second half... Abramoff is staff... Eisenberg toe tap TD for first of second half... Zimmer clean pass to Wolbe for the 
shot... Zuckerman deep contested three... Bobker sliding catch to end the inning... A Pieprz barehand snag... followed by 
an Eeshay homer... Ackerman out at the plate trying to go back to back... A Schmidt 5 goals... S Glass hat trick... Ackerman 
tags up on a pop up to the pitcher... Weissmann sidearm throw for the first... Breuer drops it into the corner for the TD... 
Cohen game tying three run triple... Kamara go ahead single... Bloom two run double to tie it in the 9th... Strulowitz go 
ahead two run double... Cavalry wins 19-17... Eeshay baseball... Rabbi Wisotski calls illegal board... Karfunkel beautfiul step 
through floater... Bashist dives and throws from his knees to get the out... Y Wolbe hat trick... Ackerman tags up on a popup 
to the pither again... Kramer high off the glass over the big man... Kreitzman smooth barehand... Schechter gets the steal 
and the goal... Ozer tough layup... Rabinovitz passes through the double team for the layup... D Stein hat trick... Solomon 
backwards kick to save game... aces the serve for the win... Ozer nasty crossover for the layup... Rabinovitz crossover step 
back three... D Stein draws a beret... how do you draw paper?... Yud Beis wins... Muschel sliding grab... Rothenberg beauty 
pick six... Wolfhounds turn 6-4 double play to escape the jam... Breuer has really cool eyes... Chihuahuas with the short-
handed upset... Karfunkel tough and one... Glass bomb to center... AM Kramer 11-15 threes in knockout... Karfunkel takes 
the third... it doesn’t rain in Eeshay... knockout... Kramer wins 3 out of 4... Ezra is a puppet... that’s a lot of Slurpees... Geffner, 
Shmendrik... Rabinovitz gets triple teamed... pictionary... how do you draw red with a black pen?... Rabinovitz Ks a coun-
selor... DH Groman running night activity... draw Ezra... Imani stuff... clinics by Damski... Kramer big kick save... Rottweilers 
shut out 4-0 by half... in basketball... frisbee golf... Kreitzman full field TD... Rabinovitz hat trick after first... Kramer shutout... 
Weissmann robs it to end it... Imani go ahead basket in OT after team scores 0 in first half... kugel... until next week...

The GromancipaTion proclamaTion
WOW. Another week in the books. Summer’s really flying. Plenty of time left though so no need to get all teary eyed. Unless your 
team needs a trade. Then cry away. In fact, maybe I’ll take your best player off your team, you know, Zecher L’churbon. All this power 
is so corrupting. Maybe I’ll become a Rabbi to combat the overpowering urge to turn to the dark side and ruin leagues forever. Any-
one have a white shirt? Although there’s more requirements to becoming a Rabbi like we spoke about a couple weeks ago. I remember 
one- the, “no quitting leagues because you felt a little drizzle” one. What happened?? It didn’t rain once this week. NO, I don’t know 
why you were all soaked and the gym floor was a massive puddle, you tell me! Oh suuuuuuuure, raaaaiiiin. What even is that. It never 
rains in Eeshay! But lineup is fun. No, correction, lineup is NOT fun. Knockout is fun. “He can’t shoot! He can’t shoot!” I don’t wanna 
hear it. You better believe I’ll be doing pull ups after I bop your ball. Knockout is legendary. True story, somebody (I wish I remem-
ber who) once bopped a ball all the way to the baseball field. The funny part is that he actually lost the round. Goes to show you, 
just make your layup. But bopping is definitely more entertaining. Not as smart, but definitely more fun. Especially bopping Yoni, 
or Kramer because he’s way too good, or Abramoff because, well, because. Or bopping me. That might be fun. Except y’all wouldn’t 
know. “Too small” (insert hand motion here). I can’t wait for the next “water is flying everywhere day” (it never rains in Eeshay), 
because we haven’t even broken out the REAL “water is flying everywhere day” (it never rains in Eeshay) activity. Staff vs campers 
dodgeball. Now THAT is wild stuff. As well as whitewater rafting, and a whole lot more crazy intense league games. Get ready boys.
Have an awesome Shabbos,
Yosef

    WBC
LEAGUE LEADERS

RBI
1. Ahron Eisenberg

6
2. Yochi Ackerman

5
3. Nissan Pieprz

4

HITS
1. Ahron Eisenberg

7
2. Yochi Ackerman

6
T-3. Azriel Muschel, Yosef 

Schechter
5

OPS
1. Akiva Schmidt

2.750
2. Ahron Eisenberg

2.375
3. Yochi Ackerman

2.125

E-LeagueE-LeagueWBCWBC
Teams W L
Hustle 2 0
Vipers 1 1

Squadron 1 1
Cruise 0 2

Teams W L
Savannah Bananas 2 0

Grizzlies 1 1
Y’alls 1 1

Boomers 0 2

League Standings
Junior DivisionJunior Division

Navy 3-0Navy 3-0
Marines 1-2Marines 1-2
SEALs 1-2SEALs 1-2

Air Force 1-2Air Force 1-2

Younger DivisionYounger Division
Chihuahuas 3-1Chihuahuas 3-1
Rottweilers 3-1Rottweilers 3-1
Wolfhounds 1-3Wolfhounds 1-3

Pitbulls 1-3Pitbulls 1-3

Older DivisionOlder Division
Air Force 3-1Air Force 3-1
Battalion 2-2Battalion 2-2
Cavalry 2-2Cavalry 2-2
Infantry 1-3Infantry 1-3


